**STEP 1**
Slide backboard pegs into base. Then slide floor toward backboard under tabs and push down to lock into place.

**STEP 2**
Slide basket onto channel in backboard.

**STEP 3**
Slide in divider nets (3), pushing slots on vertical side into backboard and pegs into holes in base.

Press the button on the scoreboard to restart the game. You will hear the fanfare play. The scores will reset back to zero, and the game can begin! Each game consists of 60 seconds. (Two players compete against each other at the same time, or play solo against the clock).

Each player takes two SUPER SLAM balls and places them in their court. Flip down the lever to “shoot” the ball toward the basket on your side of the game. Do this just as quickly as you can over and over. The balls will return to the shooter automatically after they hit the backboard or go through the basket. (If you score, you will hear a “score” sound, and it will register on your side of the electronic scoreboard.) If a ball should fly off the game floor, just pick it up and return it and keep on shooting.

---

**ASSEMBLED GAME**

Play is fast and furious. There will be a second fanfare to signify there are 15 seconds left in the game. NOW all baskets count three points. IF the score is close during the final 15 seconds a “new” sound will alert you that a lead change has taken place.

When the game is over, the final buzzer will sound…the player with the most points wins the game! Game turns off automatically after one minute.

**BATTERY WARNING:**
- Do not mix alkaline, standard (carbon-zinc) and rechargeable batteries (nickel hydride).
- Do not mix old and new batteries.
- Non-rechargeable batteries are not to be recharged.
- Rechargeable batteries are to be removed from the appliance before being charged (if removable).
- Rechargeable batteries are only to be charged under adult supervision (if removable).
- Exhausted batteries are to be removed.
- The supply terminals are not to be short circuited.
- Only batteries of the same or equivalent type as recommended are to be used.
- Batteries are to be inserted with the correct polarity.

**KEEP THIS PACKAGE FOR REFERENCE SINCE IT CONTAINS IMPORTANT INFORMATION.**

Requires 3 “AAA” batteries, not included

To Insert Batteries:
Turn backboard unit over. Remove screw and open battery compartment. Insert batteries matching polarity. Replace battery door and screw shut.
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**WARNING:** CHOKING HAZARD - Toy contains small parts and small balls. Not suitable for children under 3 years.